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The angular distributions and time-of-flight spectra of nearly monoenergetic He atoms with incident
energies of 82 meV and 112 meV have been measured after scattering from a clean Cu~001! surface
over a large range of crystal temperatures from 100 K to 1000 K. With increasing temperatures the
sharp diffraction and phonon peaks of the low temperature quantum regime become broad and
featureless as expected for the multiphonon classical regime. The results are compared with a
quantum mechanical theory which is able to explain the height, position, width, and area under the
multiphonon maximum. In the classical regime, the temperature dependence of the inelastic
intensity indicates that the He atoms are reflected by a smooth vibrating barrier presumably due to
the surface electron density, and not by a lattice of discrete repulsive surface atomic cores. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~97!02102-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Energy transfer in gas–surface interactions has been
cussed in mathematically quantitative terms since Knuds
analysis of the accommodation coefficient.1 Modern high
resolution helium atom surface scattering~HAS! experi-
ments provide a great deal of information on the ene
transfer process particularly in the quantum mechanical
gime of low energies and low surface temperatures.2 Mea-
surements of diffraction and single quantum inelastic
changes have provided important new information on surf
structure, surface vibrations~including complete surface
phonon dispersion relations! and atom–surface interactio
potentials.3–5

These results cannot easily be employed for understa
ing the elementary processes of energy accommoda
trapping, and sticking of the more common heavier r
gases and molecules such as O2, N2, and CO. These pro
cesses are not only of interest for many technological ap
cations such as hypersonic flows but are of direct releva
for the understanding of chemical reactions on surfaces.
cause of the greater particle masses these interactions
dominated by the more complicated multiphonon surfa
collision dynamics and to an unknown extent by electro
hole pair creation. Even larger energy transfers are invol
in dissociative chemisorption in which energies of the or
of several electron volts have to be dissipated locally.

In recent years considerable experimental and theore
effort has gone into understanding the surface interaction
heavy molecules. In one set of experiments related to un
standing chemisorption the sticking of a beam of molecu
is studied as a function of the angle of incidence, kine
energy, and more recently also as a function of inter
energy.6,7 The interpretation of these experiments is comp
cated since a number of different elementary processes
involved and the theory requires a knowledge of a multi
mensional hypersurface of which important parts are o
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recently becoming available for simple metal systems s
as H2/Cu~001! and H2/Pd~001!.

8–14 In another set of molecu
lar beam experiments the scattered atoms and molecule
analyzed for their final angular and velocit
distributions.15–19 Instead of sharp features as in the case
the HAS experiments the time-of-flight spectra usually e
hibit two broad peaks, a relatively fast peak corresponding
inelastic scattering, and a slow peak due to particles wh
were temporarily trapped on the surface and partially acco
modated. The angular distributions are usually broad and
quently bimodal in accord with the two processes descri
above. Because of the broadness of the features the inte
tation is not at all straightforward. This is illustrated by th
fact that in some instances simple statistical models can
explain the data.20 Nevertheless, substantial progress h
been made. For example Rettner and colleagues have
ceeded in extracting a potential for the Xe/Pt~111! system
from an interpretation of such scattering experiments.21

In the present paper we have adopted a different
proach in an attempt to develop and test a theory for dea
with multiphonon interactions in a controlled way. In a pr
vious study we carried out an extensive examination of
one-phonon interactions of He atoms with the Cu~001! sur-
face in the quantum regime.22 Here the same system is stu
ied as the surface temperature is increased so that the i
action evolves gradually from the quantum single phon
regime to the classical multiphonon regime.

In the low energy quantum regime the major features
the energy resolved distribution are the purely elastic pe
and single phonon peaks. The elastic features arise from
fraction or from scattering by defects and impurities on t
surface, while sharp single phonon peaks result from coh
ent interactions with localized surface modes. These sh
quantum features rise out of a broad continuous inela
background. This background can be due to several sou
the most important ones being multiphonon scattering, sin
7/106(3)/1234/14/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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1235Hofmann, Toennies, and Manson: Atom–surface collisions
quantum interactions with bulk phonon modes, and inela
scattering from defects, disordered regions, and impurit
At very low energies and surface temperatures the sin
phonon events are predominant, but with increasing be
energies and surface temperatures the single quantum p
decrease in intensity while the broad diffuse multiphon
background increases in intensity and width.23 The quantum
peaks decrease in intensity according to the well kno
Debye–Waller behavior and the point at which they dis
pear altogether marks the onset of the classical regime
the highest surface temperatures studied here the limi
large phonon quantum numbers is reached and the sy
becomes fully classical as expected from the correspond
principle of quantum mechanics.24

In the classical regime there are no longer any disti
elastic scattering peaks, and the broad distribution of fi
energies has a maximum at an energy which depends on
final angle. With further increasing surface temperature
with increasing incident energy, the distribution of intensit
spreads over a larger range of energy transfer as more
scattering channels become available. Unitarity implies t
at angles where the multiphonon intensity is initially lar
the maximum peak intensity decreases with increasing
face temperature and energy in order that the total numbe
scattered particles remains constant. However, at la
angles away from the peak at low temperatures the m
mum may actually increase at first, because multiphonon
tensity is reaching those channels for the first time. O
later at even higher temperatures and incident energies
the intensity in these regions begin to decrease.

To analyze the data we use a multiphonon theory de
oped earlier.25,26Since the important physical properties su
as the He-surface potential and the surface phonon dispe
curves have been well characterized in the earlier o
phonon experiments22 it is possible to extract information o
the change in the fundamental interaction in the high ene
regime. The measured intensities are found to agree
with a quantum mechanical scattering theory which has b
extended into the classical multiquantum regime. In the c
sical regime the scattered intensity as a function of incid
and final momenta can be formulated in a closed form
pression resembling a skewed Gaussian function25,27,28

whose maximum intensity is dictated by a multiplicative e
velope function.

The theory predicts distinct differences in the classi
scattering depending upon whether the crystal is regarde
a collection of discrete scattering centers or as a smooth
tinuum surface.25 There is now ample evidence29,30 that in
the one-phonon regime the potentials for the He atoms in
acting with metal surfaces are smooth and nearly free of
corrugation at the classical turning point as shown in Fig
This is attributed to the Pauli exchange repulsion betw
the electrons of the He atom and the tail of the metallic f
electron gas which extends far from the surface.31 At some
point this approximation breaks down as the incident ene
becomes larger, as suggested by several He atom diffrac
studies which reveal an increase in corrugation with incre
ing energy.32,33 Thus in the extreme high energy limit th
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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corrugation should approach that of the classical turn
points surrounding discrete ionic cores. For the tempera
dependence of the multiphonon envelope function, the
crete model predicts maximum intensities varying asTS

21/2

whereas the flat surface continuum model predicts aTS
23/2

dependence. The present measurements of the multiph
temperature dependence demonstrate convincingly tha
the classical regime the He atoms scatter from a continu
surface with no indication of scattering from a discrete latt
of individual surface atom cores.34 It is interesting to note
that models similar to the discrete model have been
quently used in the past for even low temperature quan
scattering calculations.35–38

The remainder of this paper is organized in the followi
way. In Sec. II we briefly discuss the experimental appara
In Sec. III we outline the theory which is used to analyze t
experiment. The observed scattering intensities as funct
of scattering angles, energy exchange, and surface temp
ture, are presented in Sec. IV together with comparisons w
theory. A few conclusions and a discussion of the implic
tions of the agreement between theory and experiment
given in Sec. V.

II. EXPERIMENT

The essential features of the experimental appara
have been described elsewhere2,39 so we present only a brie
description here. The He atom incident beam is produced
an adiabatic expansion through a thin-walled 10mm diam
orifice from a high pressure~'400 bar!. The beam then
passes 10–20 mm downstream through a long~25 mm! coni-
cal skimmer with a 0.7 mm diam opening. The beam is s
sequently chopped into short pulses before scattering off
crystal target and then travels a time-of-flight~TOF! path of
approximately 1.4 m before arriving at the electron bomba
ment ionization magnetic mass spectrometer. The detect
located in the common plane of the incident beam and
normal to the surface and is positioned at a fixed angle
95.8° with respect to the incident beam. Different scatter
angles are accessed by rotating the target around an
normal to the scattering plane.

When operating in the time-of-flight~TOF! mode with a
chopped beam, the overall sensitivity ranges from appro
mately 5 counts/s~background! to a maximum of more than

FIG. 1. Illustration of a surface with a smooth continuously distribut
classical turning point with the ionic cores shown. The present calculat
use this model as opposed to a model in which the surface is describe
discrete scattering centers.
No. 3, 15 January 1997
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1236 Hofmann, Toennies, and Manson: Atom–surface collisions
107 counts/s depending on the beam energy and target
perature. The overall energy resolution, at the relatively la
beam energies ofEi'100 meV used here, is mainly dete
mined by the inherent velocity spreadDv/v&3.5% of the
He beam, leading to an energy resolution ofDE'7.5 meV
for Ei5113 meV andDE'4 meV for Ei582 meV. The
angular resolution is determined by the detector accepta
angle which is about 0.2° both in- and out-of-plane.

The Cu~001! single crystal was oriented to better tha
0.2° with respect to the~001! face, mechanically polished
and further preparedin situ by repeated cycles of sputterin
with 800 eV Ar1 ions at a temperature of 500 K followed b
annealing at 850 K for 10 min. The cleaning procedure w
repeated until no contamination within the 0.5% sensitiv
of the Auger cylinder mirror analyzer could be detected. A
ter prolonged measurement times exceeding 2 h atelevated
temperatures small traces of sulfur contamination in the p
cent of a monolayer range were found. The above clean
procedure was therefore repeated every 2 h. The cryst
mounted on a manipulator with an angular accuracy
<0.1°. Crystal temperatures ranging from 35 K up to 1200
could be accessed. These temperatures were measured
Chromel/Alumel thermocouple clamped onto the crystal s
face and could be controlled with a relative stability of60.5
K and an absolute accuracy of'65 K.

III. REVIEW OF THE THEORY

The formal theory of atom scattering from a crystal s
face lattice starts from the very general Hamiltoni
H5Hp1Hc1V, where Hp is the free projectile Hamil-
tonian,Hc is the Hamiltonian of the isolated crystal, andV is
the interaction potential coupling the two systems.25,27,40

This complex problem can be reduced to a tractable fo
appropriate to the problem at hand by application of
semiclassical approximation with classically allowed traje
tories and the quick collision approximation.40 Within these
approximations the result for the differential reflection co
ficient, which gives the fraction of particles scattered in
final energy intervaldEf and final solid angledV f , is

26,41

dR

dV fdEf
5

m2uk f uL4

~2p!3\5kiz
ut f i u2e22W~k!

3E
2`

1`

dte2 iDEt/\(
l
eiK•Rle^^k•u0~0!k•ul ~ t !&&,

~1!

where DE5Ef2Ei is the energy exchanged between t
particle and surface,k5k f2k i is the scattering vector,m is
the projectile mass,L is a quantization length, andul(t) is
the displacement vector of thel th surface unit cell located a
position vectorRl . Moreover the particle wave vectorskq
are expressed in terms of componentsKq parallel to the sur-
face andkqz perpendicular to the surface. The Debye–Wal
factor exp[22W~k!# appearing in Eq.~1! takes on the usua
form in terms of the equal-time displacement correlat
function according to 2W~k!5^^@k•ul(t)]

2&&.42 Approximat-
ing the phonon distribution of the solid by a Debye fr
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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quency distribution, as we will do here, provides a very u
ful and commonly used expression for the Debye–Wa
exponent

2W~k!5
3\2k2TS
MkBQD

2 , ~2!

whereM is the crystal atom mass,QD is the Debye tempera
ture, andkB is Boltzmann’s constant. 2W~k! can be inter-
preted as the average number of phonons excited in a c
sion.

Within this approximation the scattering amplitudet f i is
determined to be the off-energy-shell transition matrix
scattering of the projectile by a unit cell of the purely elas
part of the interaction potentialV. Within the approximations
made Eq.~1! provides a complete description of the scatt
ing process in that it contains the elastic contribution as w
as all numbers of phonon exchange. In spite of its appro
mate form, the simple expression for the single phonon
tensity produced by this theory describes quite well the
ergy, temperature, and parallel momentum dependence o
single phonon intensities measured for He scattering fr
Cu~001!.22 The expansion of the exponential of the displac
ment correlation function produces an ordered series in te
of numbers of exchanged phonons. In order to obtain
multiphonon part, the elastic and single phonon contributio
are subtracted from Eq.~1!. This multiphonon theory has
previously been able to explain the shape and tempera
dependence of the background in a number of atom–sur
scattering systems.43–45

In the classical limit of high temperatures and large p
jectile energies Eq.~1! can be evaluated in closed form t
give25,26

dR

dV fdEf
5
m2uk f uL4

8p3\4kiz
ut f i u2S p

DE0kBTS
D 1/2

3expF2
~DE1DE0!

2

4kBTSDE0
G . ~3!

where the most probable energy shift is given by the rec
energy of an individual surface atomDE05\2k2/2M . This
simple recoil expression arises in the classical limit wh
the quantum mechanical scattering correlation length
comes small and the collisions between the projectile and
surface reduce to pairwise collisions with the surface ato
The classical limit is identical for any surface phonon mod
which produces a reasonably physical distribution of vib
tional modes. The condition for the validity of Eq.~3! is that
2W~k! is large, and in practice one finds approximate
2W~k!.6,34,47 so that on average at least six phonons m
be transferred in the collision. Interestingly, the Deby
Waller factor does not appear explicitly in Eq.~3!. The
Debye–Waller factor is canceled by a factor arising from
exponentiated correlation function in Eq.~1! leaving behind
the Gaussian-type function of Eq.~3!.

For the case of a smooth potential, see Fig. 1, the the
leading to Eq.~1! can be modified by regarding the surfa
No. 3, 15 January 1997
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1237Hofmann, Toennies, and Manson: Atom–surface collisions
as being continuous rather than a set of scattering cen
located within the unit cells. The result, appropriate for a
continuous surface is

dR

dV fdEf
5

m2uk f uL4

~2p!3\5kizSu.c.
ut f i u2e22W~k!

3E
2`

1`

dte2 iDEt/\E dReiK•Re^^k•u~0,0!k•u~R,t !&&,

~4!

whereSu.c. is the area of a surface unit cell.40

Equation ~4! can be readily evaluated in the classic
limit, and the result is somewhat different from Eq.~3!,27,40

dR

dV fdEf
5
m2uk f uL4vR

2

~2p!4\2kiz
ut f i u2S p

DE0kBTS
D 3/2

3expF2
~DE1DE0!

212\2vR
2K2

4kBTSDE0
G , ~5!

wherevR is a weighted average of surface phonon velocit
parallel to the surface andvR , given byvR

254pvR
2/Su.c., is

the corresponding characteristic frequency.27 The essential
differences with the discrete limit of Eq.~3! is that Eq.~5!
has a pre-exponential envelope function varying
(DE0TS)

23/2 rather than (DE0TS)
21/2, and there is an addi

tional Gaussian-type term in the parallel momentum tran
K arising from correlated vibrations parallel to the surfa
In this case the classical expression does depend on
model used for the phonon modes, but only through the c
acteristic velocityvR . Equation~5! is essentially the expres
sion first obtained by Brako and Newns,27 but here the en-
ergy shift DE0 is completely specified and the scatteri
form factor ut f i u

2 arises naturally out of the theory.
For the calculations presented below we have chosen

transition matrix amplitudet f i to be the product of the
Gaussian cutoff function for parallel momentum with ran
Qc ~Ref. 48! and the Mott–Jackson matrix elementvM–J in
perpendicular momentum for a repulsive potential of
form exp[2bz],49,50wherez is the coordinate normal to th
surface,

t f i5e2K2/2Qc
2
vM–J. ~6!

This simple expression for the scattering amplitude is
rived from the distorted wave Born approximation and h
been utilized for describing the inelastic scattering, b
single phonon and multiphonon, for several systems.22,51

For all calculations presented here the displacement
relation functions necessary for Eq.~4! have been calculate
with a Debye phonon model. Fortunately, the scattered
tensities involving the exchange of many phonons will
considerably less dependent on the details of the pho
spectral density than the single phonon intensities. This
be understood from Eq.~4! by noting that thenth order term
in the multiphonon expansion involves annth order convo-
lution on the phonon spectral density, which tends to w
out all of the details. Ample experimental and theoreti
evidence for this effect exists,28,43–45,52and this relative in-
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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sensitivity to the form of the phonon spectral density is t
justification for our use of the Debye model. The only im
portant defect of the Debye model results from the fact tha
overestimates the correlation at large separat
distances.28,52 In order to counteract this effect we multipl
the displacement correlation function by a Gaussian in
ence function exp(2R2/R0

2), whereR0 is large compared to
the lattice spacing. This eliminates numerical instabilit
which can arise for small values of energy exchange
small parallel momentum exchange.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Determination of potential parameters

Figure 2 shows two series of TOF spectra for a He at
beam with an incident energy ofEi5113 meV scattered
from Cu~001! along the^100& azimuth for surface tempera
tures fromTS.120 K up to 800 K. The measurements
Fig. 2~a! are for an angleDu i513° with respect to the
specular peak at 47.9°, i.e.,u i550.9° andu f544.9°, while
the measurements in Fig. 2~b! are forDu i523°. Figure 3
shows a similar series of TOF spectra but for an incid
energy of 82 meV. The measured intensities are compa
with multiphonon calculations based on Eq.~4! for a smooth
surface as discussed in Sec. III for two different sets of
tential parameters. The dash–dot curves are for a set of
rameters established earlier using the single phonon th
mentioned in Sec. III to fit the single phonon longitudin
resonance inelastic peak for the Cu~001! surface;b54.7
Å21, Q051.3 Å21, andvR52000 m/s.22 The dashed curves
are for the values ofb55.7 Å21, Q052.4 Å21, vR53000
m/s which provided the best fit for all of the data taken in t
present study. A single normalization factor was used in
comparison of calculated intensities to experimental inten
ties for all data taken atEi5113 meV. The calculated inten
sity was normalized to the experimental peak intensity
Du523° andTS5800 K, and the same normalization fact
was used for all other angles and temperatures. In both c
the Debye temperature is taken to beQD5270 K as deter-
mined previously from the Debye–Waller thermal attenu
tion of single phonon peak intensities.22 Fortunately, small
variations of the order of 10% or more in the value of t
Debye temperature had a negligible effect on the m
tiphonon calculations presented here. The weighted sur
phonon velocityvR is expected to be of the order of th
Raleigh wave speed, and the value used here~vRW53000
m/s! is larger than the measured value ofvRW51700 m/s for
Cu~001!^110&.53 Table I shows a list of the potential param
etersQc , b, and vR together withQD , which have been
measured for a number of metal and insulator surface
both single-phonon and multiphonon studies.

The agreement between theory and experiment in Fi
is quite good, especially for the best fit set of parameters,
remains almost as good for all temperatures measured ex
for some degradation at the very lowest temperatures. At
lowest temperatures the shape of the multiphonon TOF
tensity is well represented by the theory, but the the
seems to overestimate the magnitudes of the intensitie
No. 3, 15 January 1997
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1238 Hofmann, Toennies, and Manson: Atom–surface collisions
FIG. 2. A series of TOF scans, converted to an energy transfer scale, for different surface temperatures. The incident angles areDu i563° and the incident
energy isEi5113 meV. The continuum model theory is shown by the dashed curve~---! for the set of parameters that gave the best fit for all data~b55.7
Å21, Qc52.4 Å21, vR53000 m/s, andQD5270 K! and in the dash–dot curve~-•-! for the set of parameters obtained in a prior comparison with the sin
phonon peak intensities~Ref. 22!. At low surface temperatures a large part of the difference between experiment and theory comes from the contrib
single phonon scattering which is not included in the calculation.
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many cases. The calculated value of the exponent of
Debye–Waller factor for the incoherent elastic peak
DE50 exchange ranges from 2W'2 for TS5100 K to 2W
'10 for TS51000 K, the latter corresponding to classic
scattering. It is interesting to note that forDu i513° @Fig.
2~a!# the energy transfer is positive indicating that the at
gains energy, while forDu i523° @Fig. 2~b!# energy loss
predominates. AtDu i513° and for elastic scattering (DE
50) the parallel momentum exchangeDK is directed back-
wards~negativeDK!, and atDu i523° and for zero energy
exchange theDK is in the forward direction~positiveDK!.
Both experiment and theory show slightly asymmetric pe
shapes, which change from sawtoothlike atTS5117 K to
nearly Gaussian atTS51000 K.

The second series of TOF spectra shown in Fig. 3, ta
along the^110& azimuth with a smaller incident energy o
Ei582 meV, confirms this behavior. The agreement betw
experiment and the theory based on the same two se
parameters as for theEi5112 meV case is again very goo
As in the case ofEi5113 meV, a single peak intensity no
malization factor obtained from fitting experiment wi
theory atDu523° andTS5800 K was used for all calcula
tions at this energy.

In order to check the dependence on the surface azim
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
e
t

l

k

n

n
of

th,

a series of experiments were also carried out at the hig
energy of 112 meV with the scattering plane along the^110&
azimuth. The TOF spectra were nearly the same and
multiphonon calculations agree with the TOF measureme
equally well as in Fig. 2.

B. Temperature dependence

After having established the optimal potential para
eters for an assumed smooth surface we next investigate
surface temperature dependence of the data and its com
son with theory. Figure 4 compares the experimental a
theoretical temperature dependence of the intensity at
maximum of the multiphonon peak in the TOF spec
shown in Fig. 3~a! for Ei582 meV. The dashed lines, calcu
lated from the continuum theory of Eq.~4! for the same bes
fit potential parameters as Figs. 2 and 3, agree with the
perimental data very well at all temperatures. At the low
temperatures the multiphonon intensity increases with te
perature thereby compensating the Debye–Waller decr
in the intensity of the elastic and single phonon inelas
quantum peaks. Thus He atoms which at lower temperat
would be scattered into the quantum peaks are diverted
the multiquantum background. However, at temperature
No. 3, 15 January 1997
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FIG. 3. A series of TOF scans converted to an energy transfer scale, as in Fig. 2, except for an incident energy of 82 meV. The calculated curves
same conditions as in Fig. 2.

TABLE I. Survey of all available experimentally determined potential parametersb, Qc , vR , and effective
Debye temperaturesQD from both single and multiple phonon studies for several different metal and insulator
surfaces. RW and LR designate values taken from studies of single-phonon Rayleigh wave and longitudinal
resonance modes, respectively, and ‘‘Multi’’ designates multiphonon studies.

Direction Mode b~Å21! QC~Å21! uD~K! vR~m/s!

Cu~001! ^100&,^110& Multi 5.7a 2.4a 270a 3000a

Cu~001! ^100&,^110& Multi 2.9 @52# 1.0 @52# 270 @52# •••
Pt~111! ^110& Multi 1.83 @28# 0.57 @28# 231 @28# 1900 @28#
Pt~111! ^110& Multi 2 @25# 10 @25# 250 @25# 1234 @25#
Cu~001! ^100& RW 3.0 @22# 1.0 @22# 267 @22# •••
Cu~001! ^100& LR 5.0 @22# 1.32 @22# 267 @22# •••
Cu~001! ^110& RW 4.67 @22# 1.28 @22# 267 @22# •••
Cu~001! ^110& LR 3.35 @22# 1.08 @22# 267 @22# •••
Cu~001! ^100& RW 2.1 @54# 0.95 @54# 230 @55# •••

280 @56# •••
Ag~001! ^100& RW 2.77 @57# 0.87 @57# 253 @58# •••
Ag~001! ^100& LR 5.30 @57# 1.20 @57# 253 @58# •••
Ag~001! ^110& RW 4.85 @57# 1.15 @57# 253 @58# •••
Ag~001! ^110& LR 4.12 @57# 1.06 @57# 253 @58# •••
Ag~111! ^112̄&,^110& RW 4.0 @48# 0.74 @48# 145 @59# •••
Au~111! ^112̄&,^110& RW 2.10 @60# 0.74 @60# ••• •••
Rh~111! ^112̄&,^110& RW 3.15 @61# 0.82 @61# 255 @62# •••
Pt~111! ^112̄&,^110& RW ••• 0.57 @63# 111 @64# •••
Ni~110! ^100& RW 2.92 @65# 0.84 @65# 595 @58# •••
Al ~111! ^112̄&,^110& RW 4.0 @66# 0.92 @66# ••• •••
LiF~001! ^100& Multi 6.0 @67# 4.5 @67# 520 @67# •••
KCN~001! ^100&,^110& Multi 7.5 @68# 5.5 @68# 123 @68# •••

aPresent work.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106, No. 3, 15 January 1997
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1240 Hofmann, Toennies, and Manson: Atom–surface collisions
the neighborhood of 500 K the maximum multiphonon
tensity ceases to grow because there is no longer signifi
intensity in the quantum peaks to act as an effective reser
of new multiphonon-scattered particles. At temperatu
greater than 600 K the near-classical region is reache
which the multiphonon intensity continues to spread ove
larger and larger energy range and consequently its m
mum peak value decreases in order to conserve the
number of scattered particles.

The dashed and dash–dot curves in Fig. 4, which
both normalized to the data at 800 K display the differen
reflection coefficient corresponding to the envelope functi
TS

23/2 andTS
21/2, respectively, given by the continuum an

discrete classical expressions of Eqs.~5! and ~3!. As ex-
pected the two data points at 600 and 800 K are in g
agreement with theTS

23/2 curve for the continuum theory
Very strikingly, theTS

21/2 curve predicted by the discret
model does not at all agree with the data.

Figure 5 shows a comparison similar to Fig. 4 for t
higher incident energy of 113 meV shown in Fig. 2~b!. In
this case there were many more data points and meas
ments were made for both the high symmetry azimut
^100& and ^110&. Once again the agreement with theTS

23/2

envelope in the near-classical high temperature regim
quite apparent, as is the disagreement with theTS

21/2 enve-
lope of the discrete model. In Fig. 5 the data point taken
TS51000 K lies a little below the calculated curve. This
most probably a manifestation of anharmonic effects, wh
are not included in the theory but which are known to p
an increasingly important role on close-packed Cu surfa
at temperatures above 800 K.69–72

Anharmonicity is, however, not able to shift the expe

FIG. 4. Intensity at the maximum of the TOF spectra for He atoms scatt
from Cu~001!^110& as a function of surface temperature withDu513° and
Ei582 meV. The solid line~—! is from the continuum model theory with
the best fit parameters~b55.7 Å21, Qc52.4 Å21, vR53000 m/s, and
QD5270 K!. The dashed line~---! is theTS

23/2 envelope, and the dash–do
curve ~-•-! is the TS

21/2 envelope. All theoretical calculations have be
normalized to the experiment at 800 K. The Debye–Waller exponent at
energy transfer is shown on the top scale.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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ment so as to agree with the shape of theTS
21/2 envelope.

Evidence for this lack of significant effects of anharmonic
on the Cu~001! surface for temperatures up to at lea
TS'800 K come from several sources. Earlier measureme
of the Debye–Waller attenuation of the single phonon pe
of this same Cu~001! surface gave no evidence of anha
monic behavior up to the highest measured temperatur
800 K.22 Measurements under classical conditions of
temperature dependent widths of the energy loss peaks
200 eV Na1 ions scattering from Cu~001! give the expected
classicalTS

1/2 dependence predicted by Eqs.~3! and~5! up to
TS'1000 K with no sign of anharmonic deviation from th
behavior.73 Additional evidence for the lack of anharmonic
ity comes from recent molecular dynamics simulations of
Cu~001! surface70 which completely rule out adatom–hol
creation below 1000 K and show that anharmonicity b
comes noticeable only well above 800 K. These theoret
results corroborate earlier experiments which also indica
that anharmonicity causes a faster than the expected Deb
Waller decrease of the elastic specular peak only at temp
tures above 800 K.72 It should be noted, however, that th
observed rapid decrease of the specular peak intensity
have only little influence on the diffuse inelastic backgrou
of interest here because the actual value of the specula
tensity is negligibly small at that elevated temperature~see
Figs. 6 and 7!.

Furthermore, we expect the effects of anharmonicity
the multiphonon intensity to be much more subtle than th
well known direct effects on the single phonon intensities,
on the Debye–Waller thermal attenuation of the diffracti
peak intensities. The principal effect of anharmonicity on t
multiphonon intensity will be to increase the density of cha

d

ro

FIG. 5. Maximum multiphonon inelastic peak intensity for He scatteri
from Cu~001! as a function of surface temperature withDu523° and
Ei5113 meV. The data are taken along the^100& azimuth~open data points
h! and the^110& azimuth~filled data pointsj!. As in Fig. 4, the solid line
~—! is from the continuum model theory with the best fit parameters,
dashed line~---! is theTS

23/2 envelope, and the dash–dot curve~-•-! is the
TS

21/2 envelope. The theoretical calculations have been normalized to
experiment at 800 K. The Debye–Waller exponent calculated for the in
herent elastic peak is shown on the top scale.
No. 3, 15 January 1997
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1241Hofmann, Toennies, and Manson: Atom–surface collisions
nels for inelastic scattering, which will consequently broad
the intensity distribution while simultaneously reducing
maximum peak intensity. The classical-limit differential r
flection coefficients of Eqs.~3! and~5! do not depend on the
actual nature of the phonon distribution because they
scribe the energy transfer resulting only from the initial
coil of the struck single surface atom. The increase in ini
mean square displacement of the crystal due to anharmo
ity would affect Eqs.~3! and ~5! by augmentingTS into a
power series inTS , makingTS effectively larger. Since both
the maximum intensity and the peak width would be sim

FIG. 6. A series of TOF scans at the specular position, converted to
energy transfer scale, for different surface temperatures. The incident en
is Ei5112.4 meV and the measured spread atTS5110 K is the energy
width of the incident beam. The continuum model theory with the bes
parameters of Figs. 2 and 3 is the dashed line. The normalization bet
experimental and theoretical intensities was done atTS51000 K.

FIG. 7. A Debye–Waller plot showing the maximum intensities of Fig. 6
a function of surface temperature. The dashed line is a linear regressi
the data points and gives a Debye temperature of 298 K while the solid
is predicted for a Debye temperature of 270 K measured earlier from si
phonon peaks~Ref. 22!.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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larly affected, it should be observed in the peak widths
well. This, however, is not the case as will be discussed
Sec. V below.

C. The Debye–Waller factor

Since the specular peak is a pure quantum manifesta
the transition from quantum scattering to classical scatte
can be observed directly in measurements of the tempera
dependence of the specular peak intensity. In Fig. 6 a series
of TOF spectra as a function of the surface temperatu
taken at the specular position are compared with calculat
based on Eq.~4! which are shown by the dashed line curve
With increasing temperature the sharp elastic central p
decreases rapidly. Up toTS5600 K the calculated mul-
tiphonon contribution is much smaller than the measu
peak intensity, but atTS.800 K the theoretical multiphonon
part dominates. AtTS51000 K finally the TOF spectrum ha
a Gaussian-type shape without any indication of elastic s
tering. Thus Fig. 6 nicely illustrates the transformation of t
specular peak intensity into classical scattering intensity.

The TOF data shown in Fig. 6, after subtraction of t
multiphonon background, can be used to obtain a Deb
Waller plot of specular peak intensity vs temperature and
is shown in Fig. 7. This is more difficult than the usu
method of obtaining Debye–Waller plots from total intens
angular scans because of the difficulty in ascertaining per
alignment at the maximum position of the specular diffra
tion peak when making the TOF measurement. The spec
peak is discernible over a range of four orders of magnitu
The dashed line is a linear regression on the six data po
which gives a Debye temperature of 298 K, while the so
line is the result predicted forQD5270 K obtained from the
more precise single phonon measurements of our ea
work.22 This value ofQD5270 K was obtained from the
Debye–Waller factor of both the Rayleigh mode and t
longitudinal resonance mode of Cu~001! at several different
incidence angles and in both the^100& and ^110& surface
azimuths.22 Considering the uncertainty due to the difficul
of aligning perfectly with the maximum of the specular pe
while carrying out the series of TOF measurements, the
ference between the two Debye temperatures is not con
ered significant. Since our multiphonon calculations are
sensitive to such small differences inQD , as mentioned
above we have consistently used the value 270 K.

D. A more critical test of the theory

The angular dependence of the scattered intensity
vides a very demanding test of the quality of the theoreti
modeling of the scattering process. In order to get additio
data on the angular dependence and the temperature de
dence of the scattered intensity with high angular resolut
a series of total intensity angular distributions, shown in F
8, was measured as a function of the surface temperature
lower temperatures the angular distributions show an inte
narrow, elastic specular peak with broad wings on eit
side. The calculations for the multiphonon contributio
shown as dashed curves, indicate that these wings origi
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1242 Hofmann, Toennies, and Manson: Atom–surface collisions
from multiphonon inelastic scattering. As an internal test
the consistency of the experimental results, it was as
tained that the intensity at each angular position of the an
lar distribution was equal to the integral of the TOF measu
ment taken at the same angle. Thus the comparison
calculations uses the same normalization as in Fig. 2.
already shown in Fig. 6 the narrow intensity of the specu
peak decreases with increasing temperature, while at
same time the intensity in the inelastic tails increases. Fig
8 reveals that this inelastic intensity is also spread ove
large range of scattering angles. AtTS51000 K the specular
peak has completely vanished, and the angular distributio
very close to a Gaussian shape with a full-width at ha
maximum~FWHM! of 8.8°. This is in contrast to the angula
distributions in the quantum regime at lower surface te
peratures in which the specular peak is narrow and lim
by the incident beam energy spread and geometry fac
This behavior can be seen more clearly in a logarithmic r
resentation of the angular distributions, as presented in
9. At lower temperatures the experimental diffuse inelas
intensity falls off nearly exponentially over 3 orders of ma

FIG. 8. A series of total intensity angular scans as a function ofDu for
different surface temperatures and for an incident energy ofEi5112.4 meV.
The continuum model theoretical calculation using the best fit parame
~dashed line! shows only the multiphonon contribution to the intensity. T
normalization of calculated intensity to measured intensity is the same a
Fig. 2.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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nitude within an angular range of 10°. At intermediate te
peratures the diffuse inelastic contribution broadens with
creasingTS and the fall-off on both sides changes fro
nearly exponential to Gaussian-type. At the highest temp
ture TS51000 K all of the intensity is due to multiphono
processes and the distribution is very nearly Gaussian.

Figure 10 shows a comparison of experiment with the
for the dependence of the TOF distributions on the incid
angle for a surface temperature of approximately 800 K a
an incident energyEi5113 meV. The Debye–Waller expo
nent for elastic scattering is approximately 2W59 corre-
sponding to near classical scattering conditions. As expe
from Figs. 8 and 9 the scattered intensity decays rapidly w
increasing deviationDu from the specular angle atDu50.
The angular dependence of the peak position and of
peakwidth is very well described by the continuum mod
theory. The largest deviations occur at largeDu where the
small peak amplitudes are somewhat underestimated
theory.

The FWHM of the intensity vs energy transfer spec
shown in Fig. 10 are plotted as a function of temperature
Fig. 11. The FWHM is an increasing function ofTS over the
entire range and theory and experiment agree well excep
the very highest temperature values.

The energetic positions of the peaks in the energy tra

rs

for

FIG. 9. Same as Fig. 8, but with a logarithmic scale.
No. 3, 15 January 1997
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1243Hofmann, Toennies, and Manson: Atom–surface collisions
fer spectra were observed to be nearly independent of t
perature except at the highest temperatures. This is show
Fig. 12 where the peak positions in the energy transfer sp
tra for the experiments carried out atEi5113 meV and for
all of the incident angles shown in Fig. 10 are plotted a
function of TS . This behavior is also found to be in goo
agreement with the theory.

More quantitative results on the angular dependence
presented in Fig. 13, where the measured angular depen
cies of the intensity at the maximum of the TOF distributio
the energy at the maximum, and the width~FWHM! for
Ei5113 meV andTS5837 K at two azimuths are compare
with theoretical predictions. The intensity at the maximum
the TOF peak shows an almost Gaussian angular de
dence, very similar to the total scattered intensities of Fig
The lower temperature data for the^100& azimuth, which was
measured atTS5800 K, was normalized to a temperature
TS5837 K by multiplying those data points by the sma
factor predicted by the theoretical calculations at the incid
angle of Du523°. This correction factor was very sma
~about 2%! for the maximum peak intensity of Fig. 13~a!,
and was negligible for the peak position and the FWHM
Figs. 13~b! and 13~c!.

The intensity shows a Gaussian-type distribution wh
is peaked atDu50 in good agreement with the theory. Th
most probable energy transferDEMP, shown in Fig. 13~b!
has a nearly linear dependence on the incident angle, pas
throughDEMP50 atDu50, with a slope of]DEMP/]Du53.3
meV/deg, also in good agreement with the theoretical pre
tions. The observed peakwidth shown in Fig. 13~c! is, within
the experimental errors, roughly constant at about 36 m
whereas the theory predicts a weak increase of the w
with increasing incident angle. The agreement with theor
reasonably good. The downward cusp at the specular p
tion in the calculation of Fig. 13~c! is an artifact of the cal-
culation due to a numerical instability at this position.

FIG. 10. A series of TOF scans, converted to an energy transfer scale
different incident angles ranging fromDu513° to Du5212° and an inci-
dent energy ofEi5112.4 meV. The temperature is 800 K atDu513° and
837 K at all other angles. The continuum model theory with the bes
parameters is the dashed line.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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V. DISCUSSION

The scattering of He atoms from the Cu~001! surface has
been studied for two incident beam energies of 82 meV
113 meV for a range of surface temperatures between
and 1000 K. These temperatures span the complete ra
from the quantum mechanical regime, where the Deby
Waller exponent 2W,1, to the classical regime in which
2W.10. Precise TOF measurements permit a careful ev
ation of the scattered intensities and energy exchange
this entire range. The energy transfer data have been c
pared to a quantum-mechanical theory based on interact
with the surface phonons of a smooth continuous surface
the one-phonon limit this theory has been shown previou

for

t

FIG. 11. The FWHM of the multiphonon intensity plotted as a function
surface temperature. The incident energy is 113 meV and data are show
all of the incident angles of Fig. 10; the filled data points~j, d, etc.! were
measured along thê110& azimuth, and the open data points~h, s, etc.! are
for the ^100& azimuth. The dashed curves are the continuum model calc
tion with the best fit parameters.
No. 3, 15 January 1997
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1244 Hofmann, Toennies, and Manson: Atom–surface collisions
to describe quantitatively the energy, momentum and te
perature dependencies of all single phonon peaks as we
the diffuse elastic scattering.22

We emphasize here that very good theoretical agreem
was obtained with all of the experimental observations w
only a single set of parameters for the interaction poten
used to calculate the scattering form factorut f i u

2, namely
with the best fit parametersb55.7 Å21, Qc52.4 Å21, taken
together with an effective surface phonon velocityvR53000
m/s. We also included for comparison in Figs. 2 and 3 c
culations with a second set of parameters which were de
mined from earlier comparisons with the intensities of t
single phonon peaks in the TOF spectra from this sa
Cu~001! surface;b54.7 Å21, Qc51.3 Å21, and vR52000
m/s. As can be seen from Table I the values of the stiffn
parameterb used in both calculations are relatively larg
compared to values determined from elastic diffractio
which are typically aroundb52.1 Å21.54 However, our
value is comparable to values ofb determined from mea
surements of single phonon scattering processes, w
range as high asb55.3 Å21 for the longitudinal resonanc
mode of Ag~001!.57 A complete tabulation of all knownb
andQc values from inelastic measurements is given in Ta
I.

We note that the scattering amplitude of Eq.~6! becomes
independent ofb andQc as these parameters become la
and approaches the expression for the impulsive limit fo
flat hard wall49,50

t f i5
2kfzkiz
m

. ~7!

For the values in the rangeb>4 Å21 andQc>2 Å21 used in
this study,t f i is close to the limit of Eq.~7! and hence is
rather insensitive to small changes in eitherb or Qc . The
fact that the values ofb determined from single phonon in
elastic measurements tend to be larger than those obta
from fitting the diffraction peaks is significant, and implie
that the effective potential is stiffer for inelastic scatterin

FIG. 12. The peak position of the multiphonon intensity in the energy tra
fer spectra plotted as a function of surface temperature. The energy,
muthal directions, and incident angles are the same as in Fig. 11. The da
curves are the continuum model calculation with the best fit parameter
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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Our multiphonon results presented here confirm this tre
and indicate that the closer the experiment approaches
limit of classical conditions, the larger the value ofb will be.
Further evidence of this trend is obtained from comparis
with ion scattering experiments under extreme class
conditions73 and with the high energy scattering of rare gas
from liquids74 in which good agreement between experime
and the classical limit theories of Eqs.~3! and ~5! was ob-
tained for the limit of largeb andQc in which there is no
dependence on these parameters at all.75

Our best fit value ofQc52.4 Å21 is also larger than

-
zi-
hed

FIG. 13. Measured incident angle dependence of~a! the total intensity at the
maximum of the TOF distribution,~b! the energy transfer at the maximum
and~c! the peak width~FWHM! for Ei5113 meV andTS'800 K. The data
were taken along thê110& azimuth~filled pointsj!, and along thê100&
azimuth~open pointsh!. The dashed lines are the theoretical calculatio
for the continuum potential with the best fit parameters.
No. 3, 15 January 1997
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1245Hofmann, Toennies, and Manson: Atom–surface collisions
typical values obtained from single phonon experime
which are usually in the range of 1 Å21,48 although larger
values have been reported for some single pho
measurements22 ~see Table I!. A large value ofQc implies
that the scattered intensity is distributed over a wider ra
of wave vectors in the surface Brillouin zone. The values
b andQc are related by the approximate formula48

Qc
25b/z0 , ~8!

where z0 is the classical turning point of the incident H
projectile. The higher incident energies of this experim
would imply a somewhat smaller value for the classical tu
ing point implying a larger value ofQc , and similarly greater
values ofb would also imply largerQc . These arguments
support the conclusion thatQc is expected to increase wit
the observed increase ofb as the classical multiphonon lim
is approached.

The theory predicts distinct differences in the classi
scattering depending upon whether the crystal is regarde
a collection of discrete scattering centers or as a continu
surface.25 For the temperature dependence of the m
tiphonon envelope function, the discrete model pred
maximum intensities varying asTS

21/2 whereas the con
tinuum model predicts aTS

23/2 dependence. The accepte
model of the interaction potential between a thermal ene
atom and a metal surface describes the repulsive forc
being due to Pauli exchange between the atomic cloud
the tail of the metallic free electron gas extending outw
from the surface.31 Since the tail of the surface electron de
sity appears as a continuous distribution, this would impl
continuum repulsive potential. Thus, the appropriate exp
sions for He scattering from a metal surface at the low en
gies considered here are Eqs.~4! and~5!, because the poten
tial is smooth and nearly corrugation free at the class
turning point. However, clearly this approximation w
break down as the incident energy becomes larger. With
creasing energy, the corrugation of the classical turning p
will increase, and in the extreme high energy limit the c
rugation reduces to the classical turning points surround
the discrete crystal ionic cores. Thus with increasing ene
the temperature and energy dependence of the enve
function should evolve smoothly from the (DE0TS)

23/2

‘‘continuum’’ behavior to the (DE0TS)
21/2 behavior of the

‘‘discrete’’ model. In fact, there is evidence that scattering
very high energy~'200 eV! Na1 ions from the Cu~001!
surface is governed quite well by the discrete Eq.~3!.73,75On
the other hand, an intermediate case seems to be provide
the experiments of Nathansonet al. on the scattering of rare
gases~Ne, Ar, and Xe! from liquid metals~In, Ga, and Bi!.
For the specific case of a 0.5 eV beam of Ar scattering fr
a liquid In or Ga surface over the temperature range fr
300 to 500 K the temperature dependence of the inela
maximum follows an intermediateTS

21 behavior.74,75 One
can readily demonstrate theoretically that with increas
corrugation the envelope temperature dependence of the
tinuum model approaches that of the discrete model.76 How-
ever, the present measurements of the multiphonon temp
ture dependence demonstrate convincingly that even in
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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classical regime He atoms are scattered from a continu
surface with no indication of scattering from a discrete latt
of individual surface atom cores.34 This clearly shows that
the projectile atoms are not exchanging vibrational ene
directly with the discrete lattice of crystal atomic core
Rather, the comparison indicates that the energy exchang
a metal surface is with the vibrations of a continuously d
tributed repulsive potential caused by the Pauli excha
forces with the surface electron charge density. This is
agreement with several new models for the coupling of
atoms to metal surfaces in the one-phonon limit.29,30

A careful examination was made for the presence of
harmonic effects in the current measurements and no
dence of anharmonicity was found up to the highest temp
tures ofTS51000 K measured here. This observation h
been corroborated for the Cu~001! surface by ion scattering
experiments carried out entirely in the classical regime73 and
by theoretical calculations using molecular dynam
simulations.70 It is interesting to note that, even for initia
energies in the classical regime, the effects of anharmoni
appear only as a result of the thermal vibrations of the s
face atoms before collision by the projectile. This can
seen in the classical limit expressions of Eqs.~3! and ~5!
which describe an energy exchange due to recoil of the
tially vibrating surface upon collision by the incident proje
tile. Only after the projectile has scattered away and left
surface does the recoiling surface atom have time to tran
its energy into the rest of the crystal, presumably in the fo
of a cascade of phonons or electron–hole pair excitatio
Thus any additional anharmonic distortion of the crystal
the incident projectile is unobservable if only the state of
scattered projectiles is detected, as is the case in these
periments. By a similar argument, in the classical limit
Eqs. ~3! and ~5!, the scattered projectile provides no info
mation on the creation of electron–hole pairs, again beca
these would be created only after the projectile has left
surface region.

This paper presents a careful study of the surface s
tering of a beam of atoms in which the primary object was
investigate the transition from quantum mechanical con
tions, dominated by elastic diffraction and single phonon
elastic processes, to classical conditions dominated by
fuse multiphonon energy transfer. Although measured
calculated intensities are presented here only for the cas
He atoms scattering from a Cu~001! surface, the conclusion
should be applicable to a large class of systems involv
beams of projectiles colliding with a surface. For examp
with heavier atomic projectiles such as Ne, quantum m
chanical diffraction is readily observed at low temperatu
and incident energies.77–80However, multiphonon scattering
will be quite important and the transition to classical scatt
ing will come at relatively low temperatures and incide
energies, however, the methods developed here shoul
adequate to treat such situations. Energy exchange du
multiphonon processes is also important in molecule–surf
scattering, and recent experiments on D2 scattering from
metal surfaces in the energy range 100,Ei,250 meV, in
addition to the expected quantum rotational transitions,
No. 3, 15 January 1997
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1246 Hofmann, Toennies, and Manson: Atom–surface collisions
hibit considerable multiphonon inelastic energy trans
which is well described by the methods used here.81 At
higher incident energies of an eV or more, comparisons
experimental data with detailed quantum mechanical ca
lations of the dissociative chemisorption of H2 and D2 on
metal surfaces give evidence for substantial importance
multiphonon energy loss in the determination of the stick
coefficient.9–12
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